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Abstract. [Background] Software requirements are usually specified
in Natural Language, bringing challenges for Requirements Engineer-
ing (RE) as these specifications are inherently ambiguous. These chal-
lenges become bigger when dealing with software requirements that must
comply with regulations, the so-called legal requirements. [Goal] This
work investigates how ambiguity in legal requirements specification is ad-
dressed in works selected from the literature. [Method] We followed a
snowballing technique with three backward and forward iterations. [Re-
sults] We systematically selected 24 papers and classified their proposals
in approaches dealing with ambiguous requirements by identifying, re-
ducing or avoiding ambiguity. Moreover, the protocol used to select the
papers and the selected papers can be used as starting point to expand
this study’s results. [Conclusions] Our analysis in the selected papers
revealed that a considerable amount of works deal with the identifica-
tion of ambiguous requirements, in opposition to the number of works
concerned in avoiding or reducing them.
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1 Introduction

Software development companies must comply with a large number of regulations
and ensure that their business and system requirements are in legal compliance
[20]. Legal texts, in general, are inflexible, non-negotiable, vague, ambiguous,
open to different interpretations, and may change from new legislation [33]. Legal
texts are full of ambiguities, often planned, called intentional ambiguity [31],
[24]. This type of ambiguity allows laws and regulations to avoid dependence on
technologies or practices that may change over time [5, 30].

Ambiguity is a proper attribute of natural language (NL) and a necessary
feature that makes NL adaptable in several contexts [4]. Requirements specified
in NL tend to be ambiguous [36]. Ambiguity in these specifications may lead
different stakeholders, including software designers, regulators, and users, to have
different interpretations of system behavior and functionality [6].
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Ambiguities in the legal text can make the difference between compliant and
non-compliant requirements [24]. Akhigbe et al. [3] define regulatory compliance
as ensuring that a software organization, process, or product adheres to laws,
guidelines, specifications, and regulations. The cost of non-compliance can also
be quite high, and noncompliance can cause critical damage to the organization
with fines or reputational harm [18].

Many works were developed to help engineers to address ambiguity in soft-
ware requirements and to align them with legal constraints [6, 20, 23]. We have
identified some Systematic Literature Reviews dealing with Legal Compliance
for Requirements Engineering ([31, 3, 28]).

According to Massey et al. [26], many of the approaches developed to mitigate
or disambiguate requirements specifications are not appropriate to deal with
legal ambiguities. Rewrite legal texts is not an easy task; if ambiguity appears
in current law or regulation, it must be clarified through interpretation instead
of reformulation. Lawyers and engineers bring different, sometimes conflicting
perspectives to the interpretation of legal texts [37].

In Brazil, Law No. 13,709/2018, entitled General Data Protection Law (in
Portuguese, Lei Geral de Proteção de Dados (LGPD))[8] sanctioned on August
14, 2018. This Act based on Regulation European Union (EU) 2016/679, called
EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [16]. Therefore, Brazilian com-
panies are in the process of adapting to this legislation that will come into force
on August 14, 2020.

Motivated by this scenario, this paper presents a bibliographical study on
ambiguity in legal requirements using the snowballing technique [38] to identify
works from an initial set and to classify the approaches found according to
how they deal with ambiguous requirements when developing legally compliant
systems: whether they identify, reduce or avoid ambiguity in legal requirements.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
the research method. as well as data collection and analysis. Section 3 presents
our preliminary results. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusions and future
directions of this research.

2 Snowballing - Planning and Execution

This section describes the methodology used to perform this research.
In the planning stage of snowballing, we describe the research questions, pro-

cedures, and methods for conducting this study. We used the guidelines proposed
by Wohlin [38] to perform snowballing, that refers to using a list of references
from a paper or the paper’s quotes to identify additional papers [38].

Snowballing aims to respond to Research Question (RQ) How current ap-
proaches deal with ambiguity of legal text in the specification of legal require-
ments?

The specific research questions that guided this snowballing were:

RQ1. What approaches deal with ambiguity of legal text in the specification
of legal requirements?
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RQ2. How the approaches deal with ambiguity of legal text in the specifica-
tion of legal requirements?

The first challenge is to identify an initial set of papers to use in the snow-
balling procedure. Wholin [38] mentions that if many papers are found, identi-
fying several relevant and highly cited papers may be an alternative to defining
the initial set. One possibility in snowballing is to identify a seminal or highly
cited paper in the area of systematic literature study.

After defining the initial set, based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, we
started the process of backward and forward snowballing, performing as many
iterations as necessary until new papers are not found.

Backward snowballing means using the reference list to identify new papers
to include. The first step is to go through the reference list and exclude papers
that do not fulfill the basic criteria. The next step is to remove papers from the
list that have already been examined based on being found earlier through either
backward or forward snowballing in this or a previous iteration. Once removed,
the remaining papers are real candidates for inclusion [38].

Forward snowballing refers to identifying new papers based on those papers
citing the paper examined. The citations to the paper examined are obtained
from Google Scholar [38].

All papers identified go into data extraction, which should be conducted
following the research questions posed in the systematic literature study [38].

It is important to decide on either inclusion or exclusion before starting to
use a new paper for snowballing. We defined the inclusion and exclusion criteria,
based on the RQ, to achieve consistent results:

Inclusion Criteria: I1 Primary studies; I2 Studies that aim to reduce or
eliminate ambiguity in Legal Requirements Engineering; I3 Studies that relate
ambiguity and Legal Requirements Specification; I4 Studies that relate ambigu-
ity and Legal Requirements Elicitation.

Exclusion Criteria: E1 Duplicated studies (one copy included); E2 Gray
literature (Short papers (less than 3 pages), presentations, reports, dissertations,
thesis); E3 Secondary or tertiary studies; E4 Papers not written in Portuguese
or English; E5 Not published in peer-reviewed event; E6 Publications whose
text was not available (through search engines or by contacting the authors).

First, the studies have been checked using the exclusion criteria. If a paper
could meet any of the exclusion criteria, in turn, if E1 OR E2 OR E3 OR E4
OR E5 OR E6 is true, then the paper must be removed. Another case for a
duplicate E1 is when a conference paper is followed by a journal article. In such
cases, we select the higher-valued publication, i.e., journal over conference [21].
Subsequently, the inclusion criteria were observed. Thus, it was verified if I1
AND I2 AND I3 AND I4 could meet. If so, papers must be selected, if any
criteria are not met, the paper is excluded.

To calibrate the search string and avoid bias, we used Google Scholar, as sug-
gested by Wholin [38]. The search string has the following structure: "ambiguity"
AND ("legal requirements" OR "regulatory requirements") AND "requirements
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engineering" AND ("legal compliance"). We set the display of the papers cap-
tured in the search as "Sort by relevance" and we did not define a period.

A limitation in our study is that we didn’t use the term "law-compliant
requirements" in the string to find the seed set of papers, but using snowballing
could have contributed to mitigate the impact of this limitation.

3 Data Collection and Analysis

The search and analysis were carried out in the second half of 2017, between
June and October. We obtained 110 candidate articles for the initial set.

Analyzing the papers and classifying them according to the inclusion and
exclusion criteria, we selected five papers that comprise the initial set to be used
as seed for snowballing (Fig. 1). The supplementary material [1] presents the
results of each of the three iterations performed in this snowballing process.

Fig. 1. Selection papers

In Table 1, we present the 24 papers selected and classify them if they aim to
identify, reduce or avoid ambiguity. We capture papers that deal with other
aspects of legal requirements during the snowballing process, such as cross-
reference, requirements extraction, and legal requirements tracking. Therefore,
some papers are unclassified in terms of ambiguity. Code [COOO] are part of
the seed set. Code [BW - iteration C00] refers to papers discovered in Back-
ward Snowballing iteration number. Code [FW - iteration C00] refers to papers
discovered in Forward Snowballing iteration number.

The results of this study indicated that there is a more significant number
of studies dealing with the identification of ambiguities rather than avoiding or
reducing them.

4 Final Remarks & Future Directions

Ambiguity in legal requirements is a well-known problem both to academic and
industry communities. Nevertheless, through the analysis of the papers selected
in this study, we could not identify a complete and systematic process able to
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Table 1. Classification of the selected papers

Paper Classification

[C001] [12]; [C023] [34]; [BW - 1 C05] [2]; [BW - 1 C06] [25] Reduce\Avoid

[C002] [27]; [C003] [13]; [C004] [24]; [FW - 2 -C01] [32]; [BW-2-
C02] [22]

Identify

[BW - 1 C01] [14]; [BW - 1 C02] [11]; [BW - 1 C03] [9]; [BW -
1 C04] [19]; [FW-1-C01] [35]; [FW-1-C07] [34]; [FW-1-C08] [33];
[FW-1-C09] [15]; [BW-2-C01] [31]; [FW - 2 -C02] [7]

no classification

[FW-1-C02] [6]; [FW-1-C06] [26] Identify\Reduce

[FW-1-C03] [10]; [FW-1-C04] [23]; [FW-1-C05] [17] Reduce

guide the identification and avoidance/reduction of ambiguity in legal require-
ments. The papers found only make specific advances to solve this problem. In
[29], the authors interviewed software practitioners to gather what practices they
use to deal with ambiguity in legal requirements. The result was a set of good
practices to avoid or solve ambiguity.

As future work, we intend to update this literature study to find new works
and compare the results found and presented in this paper, besides comparing
them with the results obtained in [3] and [29]. Also, in this update, we intend to
add the following research questions:

RQ3. What are the strategies used in Requirements Engineering to deal with
the ambiguity present in legal requirements?
RQ4. What are the approaches used to specify legal requirements with re-
duced ambiguity?
RQ5. What are the challenges and limitations in the approaches analysed in
the previous questions?
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